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In this papcr I am goiltg to cxamine the reasons for changing over to a

pluralistic liamcwork to broadcasting frorn a public service monopoly fra-

mewodi in Britain. By doing this, I would like to examfuie tlte impact of tech-

nological devclopmen(s on the television broadcasting syslem and the finan-

cial policies about il.

Historical Background

Thc BBC came iuto existance in 1923 as an private rnonopoly radio

company antl became a public corporation in 192'7. Shortly betbre the II
World War thc BBC stffled experimental television t)oadcasting and a ser-

vice was set up in 1946. The BBC is almost entirely linanced by a licence t'ee

paid by television set owuers at a levcl fixed by the goventmet and formerly

collected by the Post Office ( l).

The monopoly of the BBC was broken by the Television Act of 1954

which authorized an altentative system of television that was to be financed

by lhe sale of advertisement time. Independent Television (ITV) began bro-

adcasting in 1955.

The BBC was allowed to set up a second channel in 1964. BBC 2.

which was orrlanizcd to nrovide educationol ard minority intercsl program-
mes. for instaircc. tbr minarity groups. In 1980 a second ITV channel, Clun-
nel 4. cornmercetl lrtoatlcasting. Unlike otlter chaunels, it does not produce
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progammes of its own. This channel commissions much of its programming
from the independent producers, which are usually produced for minorities
and encouraging imrovations (2).

Except satellite and cable television channels, today, the main struc-
tuml fbature of British broadcasting is ttrat it is a regulated duapoly in which
the programming of broadcasting is dominated by two organizations: The
BBC on the one hand and the ITV and Channel 4 on the other (3).

Basic Features of British Broadcasting

British broadcasting has always been regarded as an respectful infor-
mation source not only in the country but also abroad. I would like to write
about just two basic features of British broadcasting system which gives an
idea about the liamework of public service broadcasting in Britain and the
approach of British govemments to the matters related with broadcasting.

First, from the early days of the BBC, the director generals of the insti-
tution have been very careful about the relationships between the BBC and
the British governments. The firs director-general of the BBC, John Reith,
for instance, put forward the basic principle from the beginning that..broad-
casting in Britain should be constituted and recognized as a public service,
and moreover one which was independent of govemment control" (euoted
by windlesham, 1980) (4). Even in the early years of the BBC, according to
wildlesham, "the broadcasters and the Home office are in accord rather than
in conflict as to their fundamental aim, namely to preserve a free and indepen-
dent system of radio and television" (5).

second, I think. the s,ccess of the system lies under its ability to re-or-
ganize itself according to the changing conditions. Transition from the mono-
polistic broadcasting to duopolistic one constitutes a good example. sir Ro-
bert Franser, the director general for the first fifteen years ofthe ITV has desc-
ribed what was the Independent Broadcasting Authority's mind at the time:

"It had seemed to the Authority in 1955 rhar one thing in Britain be-
ginning to go wrong was the over-concentration of the control. ownership
and direction of the means of communication; the proces which had reached
its absolute extreme in the BBC. The Authority therefore thought it is wise to
carry as far as the economy of the ITV would allow the principle of dispersion
and pluralisation..." (Quored by Windlesham, 1980) (6).
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There has been a common agreement that the competition betwcen
fte BBC and the ITV raised the standart of prograrnmes within each organiza-

tion. One of the reasons for this is that there is no real competition for income

between the two institutions since their income resotlrces are different. The
BBC's fixed revenue from licence fee and the ITV's secured income from ad-

vertisements (by not allowing the BBC to show advertisements) enable these

institutions to make more etlcient and extensive plans about their future
programme investments.

The ITV is like a mosaic with its fifteen regional companies. They pro-

duce zurd show both networked programmes seen nationally and local prog-
rammes that vary from place to place and appeals specifically to regional lo-
yalty. On the other hand, the BBC constitutes the cornerstone of public servi-
ce broadcasting and fulfils a national function to "inform, educate and enter-

tain".

Effects of Technological Developments

The system of "public service broadcasting" in Britain came under
challenge in the 1980s, mainly. because of technological developments in the

communication industry. Since it has become possible for audiences to view
whichever satellite channel they like, it became inevitable for the British go-

vernment to re-sfiucture the existing tramework of broadcasting system ill
the country. In the White Paper, Goventment stated their belief that "the

chance is inevitable as well as desirable" (7). After the abolishing of the
BBC's monopoly in 1955. this is the second major shift in British broadcas-

tirrg system which has been taking place since the second half of the 1980s. It
is obvious that the ramitications of this change will be more extensive consi-

dering both the on-going nature of the technological developments and the

steps taken by the government.

Satellite

As ar outcome of technological developments satallite has made one

of its major impacts on broadcasting. especially on television broadcasting.

Since it has come to existance. national broadcasting monopolies are no lon-
ger lenable. That is why countries have been trying to re-regulate the frame-

worli of their broadcasting systems. The effects and consequences of satellite

broadcasting to the United Kingdom should be examined both at national and

international levels.
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Under the light oI new developments in the world since the early
1980s, such as technolo,uical (i.e.. satellite and cable television). political and
international (i.e.. end of the cold war, the collapse of socialism etc.,) it has

become inevitable for the UK to adapt the existing broadcastilrg system to
new emenging conditions. Considering the rich heritage of British broadcas-
ting there is a tendeucy to preserve strong elements of continuity. although
some radical decissions have had to be taken. As it is indicated in the Peacock
Committee's work, "the t'undemental aim ot tlrc broadcasting policy in the
UK should be to enlarge both the tieedom of choice o[ the consumer and the
opporlunities available to programme maliers to offer alternative wares to the
public" (8).

The possibilities created by the developments in communication in-
dustry provides new opportunities to realize these aims. Indeed, there seems
to be no obstacle to stop this process, as long as the govemment is detcrmined
to carry it out. However, thc rcalisations of these aims rises some issues as it
always happens in such a big scale of fansfonnation. the change involvcs wi-
de ranging social. political. economic and interational implications.

Priority to Market F'orces

The general approach in England as proposed in the White Paper and
largly embodied h the broadcasting Act 1990 is that the mar*iet should decide
how far and how fast the change talies place towards the pluralistic broadcas-
ting system. The development of cable and satellite channels in the Unitetl
Kingdom provides a good example of the implementation of this policy.

The Biritish viewer has not yet tumed on any scale to cablc sincc 1982
because of the general satisf'action with terrestrial broadcasting and the lack
of original programming on it. Only scventeen stations are actually operatio-
nal, tlroughout 72 franchises have recently been granted by the Cable Autho-
rity. which appears to have wor'tried hard to secure bids (9). According to
Blurnler and Nossiter, one reason fbr the tate of the cable in Britain ha.s been
"the hesitation of potenti:rl investom considering the high cost of installing
cable system and the abseuce of any significant revenue in the near.future"
(10).

Satellite television appears to be replicating the late of cable in the
British context. British Satellite Broadcasting (BSB). which consisted of five
channels (the Movie Channel. the sport Channel, Now. Galaxy and the power

Station), was in linancial difllculties in l99l due to lack of advertising reve-
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nue. Following this. SKY took over BSB and is now known as BSKYB which

is currently broadcasting (at the end of August 1992) with six channels (SKY

Movies Plus. the Movie Charutel, SKY Sports, the Commuly Channel. SKY

I and SKY News).

International Implications of Satellite Broadcasting

One of the major issue satellite broadcazting has raised is that it is not

practically possible fbr governments to colltrol the content of the program-

mes received from mary countries, each of which has different views ou how

broadcasting is to be regulated and financed. This is partly because of the lack

of international regulations and mainly because of the difficulties of enfor-

cing the national regulations on extra-national companies. However, some

remarcable steps are being talien. especially in the context of the European

Community (EC). to ensure that the programme contents of satellite broad-

casting is supervised.

It is clear that if there are intemationally recognized regulations to ke-

ep the satellite television programmes above a quality threshold, govern-

ments become more receptive of foreign television programmes. As satellite

broadcasting malies tntional frontiers less impermeable than before, the in-

tenntional television plogrumme trade will iucrease. This provides very go-

od opportunities for Britain because its broadcasting has a high international

reputation which enables the UK to play major role iu intemational television

hade (1 1). The popularity of English language constitutes another advantage

for British television programmes to reach large audiences through satellite'

The Framework of Popularist Broadcasting

The outlines of the transition toward a pluralist broadcasting from the

public service broadcasting in Britain has been already clarified. According

to the Broadcasting Act 1990. "the Govemment's aim is to open the doors so

that individuals catr choose fbr themselves for much wider range of program-

mes and types of broadcasting" (12). In this context, the geneml approach of

the Govemment to the matters may rise in the pluralistic broadcasting system

is that "there need to be no conladiction between the desire to increase com-

petition and wider choice and concem that progfamme stalldards on good tas-

te and decency should be maintained' (13).

viewers in Britain will be able to choose from a much large number of
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channels in the near future. In addition to the four terrestrial channels, there
may be fifth, may be sixth channels if they are technically feasible. At least a
dozen channels will be available for direct satellite hansmission to domestic
receiving dishes in the near future. The price of dishes is falling sharply,
which will increase lhe number of people who can recieve satellite broadcas-
ting.

Financing Broadcasting

One of the biggest question in the context ofpluralist broadcasting is
how the tenestrial and satellite channels are going to be financed. According
to tha White Paper, "all television services, including the BBC will be given
freedom to raise finance through subscription (subject to proper safeguard)"
and "the govemment look forward to the eventual replacement of the licence
fee which will, however, continue for some time to come" (14). It is obvious
that the availability of more consumer choice in a pluralist broadcasting
system will increase competition since the television channels need to attact
consumers in sufficent numbers to ensure their own survival in the market-
place (15).

Under the previous system (duopoly) there has been no competition
for revenue but for audience between the BBC and the ITV companies since
their iucome resources are different. Although the ITV companies get their
revenue from advertisements, duration and content were regulated by the su-
pervising body, the Independent Television Authority, in order to minimize
the influence ofrevenue source overprogramme content (16).

The idea of competition for audiences but not for revenue has provi_
ded the success of duopolistic broadcasting system in the united Kingdom.
within the context of the duopolist broadcasting system, the BBC has always
been very careful about the balance between different types of programmes
on that channel. But when there is competition for revenue between a number
of channels (tenesfiial as well as satellite channels), there is a fear that the qu-
ality of programmes may dicrease. fu one broadcaster put it about the possib-
le consequences of changed funding for the BBC: "British television is ove-
rall remarkably good; could well be better; but would be worse if tlrown open
to free-market wolves" (17).

The rapidly falling cost of adapting sets, so that only those viewers
willing to pay can receive signals, will allow even satellite channels to charge
for services. Therefore, desire to divert the financial system of the BBC from
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licence fee to subscription system seems to be sensible. Otherwise, as new te-
levision services are flourishing, the systen of financing the BBC by a com-
pulsory licence fee alone would be difficult to sustain.

Conclusion

Considering the technological and international developments in the

world, the radical steps from the framework of "public service broadcasting"
to pluralistic one had to be taken in the United Kingdom. Under the condisi-
ons of the competitive and pluralistic broadcasting system, it is believed that
British broadcasting will maintain and shenghten its quality, diversity and
popularity, although there are some opposite ideas. However, it is hoped that
the combination of supervision of the Independent Television Commusion
on progrurmme quality and the effects of free market forces can maintain the
quality above a certain level.

Changing the BBC's revenue source from licence fee to subscription
system might result in some degree of decrease in the quality of its program-
mes since it is to compete for subscribers with other terresfrial as well as satel-

lite television channels. This competition may push the BBC to produce too
many popular television programmes at the expense of the programmes for
special interests.
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